French RED Wine

Lebanese RED Wine
1. Château Kefraya
Lovely bright garnet colour with violet
reflection. Blend of cabernet sauvignon .it has
a complex nose with notes of fruits.

£14.50

An expressive Merlot jam packed with berry
fruits and an aromatic softness so typical of
this grape

2. St Thomas
A fine wine that possesses an intense and
complex character. Its fruity are well ripened
with smooth silky tannin.

3. Château Musar Jeune

£15.50
£19.50

Rich scarlet colour with a nose of cherries and
peppery spices on the palate.

4. Hochar
Famous Lebanese wine full of soft, medium
bodied sun-drenched fruit aged in oak vats.

£23.50

£37.50

A tasteful greenish yellow wine with luminous
rings. Blend of viognier and chardonnay.
Attractive aromatic expression on the nose
with aromas of elder flowers.

7. St Thomas

£14.50

£15.50

£19.50

13. Les Foncanelles Sauvignon Blanc

£13.50

Powerful nose with some exotic fruits and
citrus aromas. Well-balanced, lively and fleshy.

£15.50

15. Chablis
Light golden yellow with green tints.
Grapefruit and apricot aromas. Nice balance
between mineral and fine tinges. Frank mouth
with citrus and flowery flavour. Quite long
finish.

£24.50

16. Les Foncanelles Rose

£13.50

French SPARKLING Wine
£15.50

17. Geisweiller Monopole Blanc de
Blanc

£3.10
£4.50

£15.50

Pale gold in colour, with delicate bubbles and
clean, floral biscuit flavours.

18. Geisweiller Monopole Rose

Wine by Glass / Red, White and Rose
125ml
Small Glass 125ml
Large Glass 175ml

French WHITE Wine

Fresh fruity, strawberry flavours. Easy drinking.

Lebanese ROSE Wine
A deliciously fruity rose with attractive berry
flavours, made from Syrah, Cabernet
Sauvignon.

£23.00

French ROSE Wine

A fresh blended white with refreshing and
vibrant pineapple and citrus flavour a crisp
finish.

9. Château Kefraya

12. Fleurie La Reine de Arenite

£15.50

A full-flavoured dry white wine with tropical
fruit overtones and crisp acidity that gives
lasting flavours.

Fresh and pleasant wine with notes of exotic
fruits. Golden colour with green reflection.

8. Château Musar Jeune

A Bordeaux with strawberry and chocolate on
the nose. Good berry fruit with gentle tannins.
Soft finish.

14. Château Haut Mondain Bordeaux

Lebanese WHITE Wine
6. Château Kefraya

11. Château Lieumenant Bordeaux

£13.50

Beaujolais
Ripe red fruit flavour and a perfumed nose.

5. Château Musar 2007
This is rich and ripe red with complex aromas
of spicy red fruits, plum and cedar. The palate
shows generous black and red fruits flavours
and hints of cake spice while the texture is soft
and the finish long.

10. Les Foncanelles Merlot

Nice salmon-pink in colour. Fine and delicate
bubbles. The nose shows fresh red fruit aromas
predominantly strawberry and raspberry. The
palate is fresh and well-balanced.

19. Champaign
Please ask for availability.

£15.50

